Desire after desire
During Saturn rollout and pitchover
run as low priority
disabled called danzig

astronaut requests he must return to normal
astronaut erasable
clear debris
Body1, Body2, Body3

Prelaunch protection
P11 + 7
launchaz Dad
cannot get here
postjump normalize
go and do it

aftertask find Body3
mask task getdown

kill job
check if
it is not - was it on last cycle Dad
push push push Dad

Goto push Dad
error display cycle
takeon
amoonflg
earthalt

extend extend extend
astronaut may request Saturn takeover
extended verb 46
it transmits
the value of absence
see astronaut above

Zerojet leave the clock disabled
lowsuper pl1four Qrupt
cHECK IF MAN ROT BITS SAME
for pitch
yaw
and roll

needle
end of control